W210 outside temperature sensor location

Your Mercedes vehicle will flash a host of service lights to inform you when something might be
damaged inside the car. If the air conditioner unit is not running normally or is only blowing out
warm air, it may be a temporary fault. Be aware that if you reset the unit and it again stops
working, you need to take the vehicle in to the dealership for repairs. Insert the key into the
Mercedes ignition and turn the ignition cylinder to the "2" position. This is as far as the cylinder
will go without cranking the engine. Press and hold the defrost and recirculated air buttons
simultaneously. The defrost button has three lines going through it, while the recirculated air
button has a picture of a car with a curved line through it. Hold these buttons down for about
five to 10 seconds, or until the LED lights on both buttons start flashing. Wait 45 to 60 seconds
for the LED lights to stop flashing. Then turn off the car. John Smith began writing back in
Smith is a technology writer currently living in Lansing, Mich. Step 1 Insert the key into the
Mercedes ignition and turn the ignition cylinder to the "2" position. Step 2 Press and hold the
defrost and recirculated air buttons simultaneously. Step 3 Wait 45 to 60 seconds for the LED
lights to stop flashing. Wait 60 seconds and then start the car engine again. Forums New posts
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in a new window or tab. We are here to save you hundreds of dollars resetting your Mercedes
airbag control module ecu and rebuilding your Mercedes seat belts. Even after a minor accident,
the airbag may not deploy but the seat belts will lock and the airbag module will need to be
reset because of crash data and crash codes that are stored in the airbag module. MyAirbags
ensures your Mercedes airbag control module reset will be comparable to its original
manufacturer state clear of all Mercedes airbag fault codes, both soft and hard codes. Typically,
these codes will indicate that there is crash data stored, airbags deployed, communication
failure, a full memory, or other airbag, seat belt related issues. Regardless of which issue these
codes are indicating, they require to be sent to MyAirbags for reset because of the crash history
and hard codes that are stored in the airbag control module. These codes and crash data will
not clear with a diagnostic scanner. Below you will find common airbag codes that can be
stored in your airbag control module after your vehicle was in an accident. The best part of
having your Mercedes original airbag module reset by MyAirbags is that when you get your
airbag control module back and it goes back into the same vehicle that it came out of then it will
be plug-n-play. No additional programming of the VIN is required. This is an alternative to
purchasing a new or used airbag module that will need to be taken to the Mercedes dealership
to have the new or used airbag control module programmed to your vehicle. Send your airbag
control module to MyAirbags and save time, money and not having to deal with a dealership!
During an accident, seat belt retractors and tensioners are deployed and will lock up by their
gas charges, similarly to how airbags are deployed in a collision. After an accident or collision,
the seat belts will be locked or will no longer work properly. Your seat belts will lock and will not

work pull out or retract back in. MyAirbags can rebuild your seat belt and will save you
hundreds of dollars on each seat belt. MyAirbags is certified and uses all OEM parts to rebuild
seat belts. So, how do you know that your seat belts are malfunctioning or damaged after a
collision? A few common symptoms include:. We ensure your airbag light will no longer be on
â€” your diagnostic trouble code issues will be resolved. Click here to start your order!
Mercedes SRS Airbag DTC Codes Even after a minor accident, the airbag may not deploy but
the seat belts will lock and the airbag module will need to be reset because of crash data and
crash codes that are stored in the airbag module. Mercedes Airbag Module ECU Reset
plug-n-play The best part of having your Mercedes original airbag module reset by MyAirbags is
that when you get your airbag control module back and it goes back into the same vehicle that it
came out of then it will be plug-n-play. Mercedes Seat Belt Repair During an accident, seat belt
retractors and tensioners are deployed and will lock up by their gas charges, similarly to how
airbags are deployed in a collision. A few common symptoms include: Locked seat belts Seat
belts not retracting Slow seat belts Seat belts that are tight Compressed seat belt buckles
Airbag code: pretensioner resistance too low Airbag code: pretensioner resistance too high
Seat belts making rattling noise Ready to Order? Our services are easy to use and will save you
hundreds! The wire was dressed from the factory such that the cabling to the connector was
under tension. The cause is the cable routing under the passenger seat. Squib too low. Replace
Wiring. Child seat:Only one transponder recognized. If your part number is not on this list, no
worries we still reset it as long as your vehicle is year and up. Previous Post Next Post.
Passenger weight sensor calibration common issue Mercedes seat weight sensor are sensitive.
First row passenger seat belt circuit high â€” Bad seat belt or buckle send belt for repair. HRA
Headlamp range adjustment: Supply voltage of the control unit is too low undervoltage. Child
seat not recognized, unknown, Child seat version code faulty, Child seat not approved. Child
seat:Positioned incorrectly. PTS Parktronic: A42b1 left outer sensor, front bumper The plug
connection has poor contact or is loose, or the sensor or cable is faulty. Then OK light flashes 5
times, which indicates a successful starting. PT Temperature Sensor. Coolant temperature
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slightest movements and report to you instantly through multi-feed options. These w
temperature sensor are sturdy, durable and come equipped with rock-solid advanced features
to deliver you consistent service. You can access all types of avoidance and detection w
temperature sensor on the site that are backed by brilliant after-sales services and longer
warranty periods. These w temperature sensor are accessible in different models, sizes,
memories, feeding, and features depending on the requirements. You can place these precise
and efficient w temperature sensor at your homes, offices, shops, industries, and even
automotive to detect and avoid unnecessary interferences. Buy these products at the most
affordable prices by exploring the various w temperature sensor ranges at Alibaba. On-site
installation and maintenance services are also provided post-purchase. Temperature
Instruments Sensors. Supplier Types. Trade Assurance Supplier. Product Types. Ready to Ship.
Hong Kong S. Taiwan, China 1. Brand Name. Home sensor temperature sensor w temperature
sensor. Top-ranking products. Contact Supplier. CN Ruian Hongsean Imp. And Exp. Go to Page
Go. About products and suppliers: Welcome to the comprehensive advanced w temperature
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sen sensor sen sensor sen s2 hard case sony s36h. On many of today's cars, the driver has the
luxury of setting a desired temperature inside the vehicle through the air conditioning control
panel. Often, this feature is available on both passenger and driver sides. The operation of this
luxury feature is controlled by a very small sensor called the evaporator temperature sensor or

EVAP temperature switch. This component has a very simple job: simply monitoring the
temperature of the inside of the vehicle and relaying this information to the vehicle's ECM ,
which tells the AC to continue flowing cool or warm air in the heater to achieve a desired
temperature setting. Typically this component is installed directly on the AC evaporator, as it
accomplishes its job by monitoring the temperature found in this component. The AC
evaporator is typically located behind the firewall of the engine compartment, tucked in tightly
behind the dashboard as well. This location makes it very time consuming for a mechanic to
reach as it will require the removal of most of the dashboard. If the sensor detects that the
temperature is approaching high temperatures, the AC system increases flow through the
system to increase cooling. It reduces flow when it detects that the evaporator is cold to
conserve power and prevent it from freezing over. When the switch fails or has issues, it
hinders the performance of the AC system and even causes it to malfunction. Since it's very
difficult to reach, this job is typically completed by ASE certified mechanics or larger repair
shops with extensive resources at their disposal. However, the job itself of replacing the sensor
is incredibly simple once the dashboard has been removed. Common vehicles that experience
failure of this component frequently include the Ford Focus from to ; however, it can fail on any
vehicle over a period of time. Most air conditioning problems are related to a sensor or electrical
issue; especially in modern vehicles. The best way of determining that this component is
malfunctioning will be to complete an error code download with a scanner. Beyond completing
an OBD-II scan, a bad or failing evaporator temperature switch will produce a few symptoms
that can alert the driver of a potential issue that should be serviced. Noted below are a few of
the common warning signs that a problem with the EVAP temperature sensor exists. No cold air
from the AC system: Usually when a vehicle has a coolant leak on a closed loop system or is
running low on refrigerant, the air conditioning system slowly stops blowing cold air into the
vehicle. However, when this function stops instantly, it's typically due to a problem with the
temperature sensor found in the AC evaporator. When this sensor fails, it does not send
accurate information to the ECM; which triggers the error code and, most of the time, will
disable the AC system. AC temperature is inconsistent: On the lines of the warning sign above,
inconsistent temperature is often an indicator that the sensor is starting to fail. In this case, the
sensor will occasionally send correct data, causing the AC system to work fine. However, if the
temperature raises and lowers frequently without adjusting the temperature setting on the
driver or passenger side, it usually means the sensor is starting to fail. If this occurs, you'll have
to replace the sensor. The AC compressor does not work: Another error code that commonly
can be mistaken for an AC compressor failure is P, which indicates that the circuit to the AC
compressor is too high. In this case, the compressor itself is fine, but the usual suspect is the
evaporator temperature sensor located under the dashboard. Tip : Most service manuals
indicate that this job takes between 5 to 7 hours to complete. The majority of this time is spent
removing dashboard and interior components and reinstalling them. Make sure you give
yourself plenty of time to complete this task in one day. Warning : This job requires the removal
of many electrical harnesses that connect to gauges and sensors underneath the dash. It will
also typically include removing the steering wheel from the assembly located underneath the
floorboard. If you don't feel comfortable with this, do not attempt to complete this job. Step 1:
Determine the location of the sensor. Each vehicle that utilizes an EVAP temperature sensor has
a unique location and process for replacing this component. By purchasing a service manual,
you can determine where the sensor is located and the precise steps needed to replace this
component. Step 2: Disconnect the vehicle's battery. Locate the vehicle's battery and
disconnect the positive and negative battery cables before proceeding. Step 3: Get detailed
instructions on removing your vehicle's dashboard. In order to gain access to the EVAP
temperature sensor, you'll have to remove the dashboard and many supporting components.
Most vehicle manufactures sell a service manual for each make, year, and model vehicle they
sell. It's advised to purchase this manual and look up the exact instructions for removing the
dashboard. Step 4: Remove the dashboard. The following are general steps that typically need
to be completed, but you should follow the steps outlined in your service manual. Pull the
center console and remove the center trim panel. Remove the center pull tray and unplug the
cigarette lighter harness. Remove the center shifter cover and the shifter while removing the
shifter from the linkage. Remove side dash panel, the door spill plates, and weather stripping,
as well as the steering wheel from the center steering shaft. Finally, remove the instrument
cluster and any electrical cluster harnesses. The exact steps for removing each of these
components will be noted in the vehicle's service manual and should be followed exactly to
ensure that other electrical or mechanical components are not damaged and are reinstalled
correctly. Step 5: Gain access to the AC condenser. On most domestic and foreign cars, trucks,
and SUV's the AC condenser is located deep inside the vehicle's dashboard and behind the

firewall. It's commonly located on the passenger side on most cars, trucks, and SUV's. Most of
the time, the sensor is located towards the rear of the condenser or closer to the rear of the
vehicle as opposed to the front end. Most sensors are screwed into the AC condenser and held
onto the sensor by a secondary clip. To remove the sensor, you'll need to remove the support
clip first. After the clip has been removed, you can unscrew the sensor by pressing down and
turning the switch to the left. To remove this harness, depress a small clip that is located on the
back of it with a very small flat-blade screwdriver. Once the tab has been depressed, you can
easily remove the electrical harness. Step 9: Reinstall the electrical harness on the new sensor.
Once you've removed the old sensor, the replacement steps are in direct opposite order. The
first step in the installation process will be to reattach the electrical harness to the new sensor.
Screw the new sensor into the AC condenser, turning it to the right. Step Reinstall the support
clip. In some cases, you'll have to reinstall the support clip on top of the sensor. If this is the
case, simply press the clip onto the back of the sensor. It should easily snap into place. Step
Replace all dashboard hardware, attachments, and electrical harnesses. Following your service
manual instructions, replace dashboard components in the exact order you removed them. Pay
special attention to reattaching electrical harnesses in the correct position and to the right
attachment. Before you complete the test drive or fully test the operation of the air conditioning,
it's important to start the vehicle and clear any error codes that previously were downloaded.
This will give you a "clean slate" in which to test the new EVAP temperature sensor. Step 3:
Check the dashboard to verify that the check engine light does not come on. If it does, you
should shut the vehicle off and complete a diagnostic scan. Step 4: Turn on air conditioning
system. Set the temperature at the lowest possible temperature. Step 5: Turn AC system off.
Keep the engine running and activate the heater function on the temperature controls and turn
up to 80 degrees if possible. Step 7: Perform a road test. Take the vehicle on a 10 mile road test
with the air conditioning set to its lowest setting and return home after verifying the AC works
again. As you can see by reading the steps above, once you gain access to the EVAP
temperature sensor, the replacement job is really simple. However, the hard part is removing
the dashboard, which should only be completed by a certified ASE mechanic. The most popular
service booked by readers of this article is Evaporator Temperature Sensor Switch
Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Service Location. Note : Since dash removal is extremely complex
and specific to each vehicle make and model, all mechanics should refer to the vehicle's service
manual for specific instructions on removing the dashboard. Part 1 of 3: Determining the
symptoms of a bad EVAP temperature sensor Most air conditioning problems are related to a
sensor or electrical issue; especially in modern vehicles. Part 3 of 3: Testing the repair Step 1:
Test start vehicle. Clear error codes with scanner. Step 2: Start the vehicle. Let it warm up to
operating temperature Step 3: Check the dashboard to verify that the check engine light does
not come on. The error codes must be cleared on most vehicles after completing this service.
After about 5 minutes, check the vents on the AC system to ensure they are blowing cold air.
Step 6: Verify that hot air is blowing into the cabin. Home Articles. The statements expressed
above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our
terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair.
Related Articles. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Patrick 33 years of experience. Request
Patrick. Super responsive and efficient! Thank you! So far everything seems to be good with my
car - it was so convenient having Patrick come to my house and fix it while I was at home.
Friendly and Knowledgable. I will be using this service again. Ruben 23 years of experience.
Request Ruben. Ruben arrived on time. Very helpful at explaining we've the wrong part. I hope
to schedule again. If I need anything else. Nelson 26 years of experience. Request Nelson.
Nelson was professional, thorough and quick! Graham 17 years of experience. Request
Graham. Graham was very professional and he took time with his work. He also answered my
questions and concerns about my car. I will be using him again for a follow-up. Need Help With
Your Car? Related articles. The The air charge temperature sensor, also referred to as the intake
air temperature sensor, works to monitor the temperature of the air as it enters your car engine.
Read more. Yes, your HVAC controls allow you to switch from warm air to cold, adjust the fan
speed Replacing one requires few tools. Related questions Air conditioner clutch air gap
inconsistent There are a few things that cause the compressor to cycle; the clutch is not usually
one of them. They typically work, or do not work. You can backfeed a test light into the circuit to
see if it is Seeking the Fuel consumption issues after crankshaft position sensor reset Hello. If
your lights are coming on and off then there may still be an issue somewhere with the vehicle. If
there was a recent reset due to an issue with the crank position sensor it may be possible that

Browse other content. How can we help? Read FAQ. Mercedes builds some of the most
advanced vehicles on the road. When anything goes wrong, your Mercedes registers the error
or deviation and produces a fault code. You should always take these warning lights on your
dash seriously and immediately bring your car or sprinter to a Mercedes specialist repair shop
such as Burdi Motorworks here in Chicago whenever a warning light comes on. In some cases,
there might be a simple fix such as correcting a low fluid level, tightening your gas cap or
cleaning a sensor , while in other cases your Mercedes may require additional service or
repairs. Make an Appointment Today. In newer Mercedes models, the fault code will trigger a
dash light or error message, alerting you to get your Mercedes inspected and diagnosed.
Thanks to the error codes recorded by your onboard computer, our trained technicians can
quickly determine what is wrong. When you bring your vehicle to us, we start by hooking our
diagnostic equipment up to your ODB-II port and reading all registered error codes. While all
automakers use a common language for error codes, each one has specific definitions. Our
experienced technicians can read all of your error codes both current and previous and plan the
necessary service to get your Mercedes running perfectly again. We can also reset error codes
and see if they come on again, which can be a sign that a temporary problem has been fixed
such as low oil, bad gas or dirty sensors or that a problem is intermittent and appears again
after a short time. All of this error code information points us to the root cause of your
Mercedes issues and guides us to the right repairs. We only do what is necessary and always
get your approval before starting service. We invite you to visit our facility in Schiller Park to
talk to us in person. You can also contact us online or by phone to schedule a service
appointment. Our experienced team will do what it takes to get your Mercedes or Sprinter back
where it belongs: on the road! I check the fault code and fuse number in web but I could not find
it. Hi My ML Bluetec goes into limp mode and not drive able over 30 mph. But immediately after
the first start if I turn of and remove the key and then restart, the car runs normal. However there
is an error code P I had performed an oil cooler seal replacement and then put everything back
in order when this error code turned up. I am from Massachusetts and cannot come to Illinois.
Since I bumped into your wonderful and informative website, I will appreciate if your service
team could go a step further and advice me on how to fix this issue DIY. I live in las vegas
nevada and no one can figure this code out on my Sl I realize you are a business but if you can
point me in the right direction i would be so appreciative. Pls help t
pontiac r8
hoover uh72630 parts diagram
1996 ford ranger regular cab
q. Quinn Winter says: October 30th, at am I live in las vegas nevada and no one can figure this
code out on my Sl Thank you! What does that mean? Albert says: January 7th, at pm my car
cruise control does not work Sally Woodars says: January 20th, at pm What does mean? The
internal seal in the waterpump gives way and allows coolant antifreeze to enter the vacuum
system. The vacuum system operates with the engine running. As the vehicle is driven the
vacuum is so powerful it pulls coolant antifreeeze deeper into the vacuum system causing
havoc on the entire vacuum system. Over time several thousand miles k miles the inside of the
intake manifolds get clogged with EGR soot, buildup causing the intake swirl flaps to stick. The
sticking or binding of these flaps then binds the motor which causes the check engine light and
or a sever loss of acceleration. PTS Parktronic: A42b1 left outer sensor, front bumper The plug
connection has poor contact or is loose, or the sensor or cable is faulty.

